
 

     QUEEN OF KATWE is a January, 2018 LVCA dvd donation to the 

Hugh Stouppe Memorial Library of the Heritage United Methodist 

Church of Ligonier, Pennsylvania. Below is Kino Ken’s review of that 

dvd film. 

14 of a possible 20 points                                 ***1/2 of a possible ***** 

Uganda / South Africa   2016   color   124 minutes   live action feature 

biopic drama   Disney/ESPN Films/John B. Carls Production/ 

Cine Mosaic/Mirabai Films   Producers: Lydia Dean Pilcher, John Carls, 

Genevieve Hofmeyr 

 

Key: *indicates outstanding technical achievement or performance 

(j) designates a juvenile performer 

Points: 

2           Direction: Mira Nair* 

1           Editing: Barry Alexander Brown 

1           Cinematography: Sean Bobbitt 



             Additional Photography: Miles Goodall 

1           Lighting: Emmanuel Chonco Sithole 

             Special Visual Effects: Marco Raposo de Barbosa, 

                                                      Jason Slabber, others 

1           Screenplay: William Wheeler, based on ESPN Magazine 

                                     article and book by Tim Crothers 

             Music Supervision: Linda Cohen, Zohran Kwame Mamdani 

             Music Editing: Jim Breuning, Cecile Tournesae 

             Music Mixing: Kirsty Whalley 

             Music Recording: Shantanu Hudlikar, Manasi Tare,  

                                              Peter Cobbin, Tanay Gajjar 

2           Music: Alex Heffes*     Orchestrations: John Ashton Thomas* 

2           Production Design: Stephanie Carroll 

             Art Direction: Shane Bunce, Jonathan Hely-Hutchinson, 

                                       Fritz Joubert, Emilia Roux 

             Set Decorations: Melinda Launspach, Jeanette Scott 

             Costume Design/Wardrobe: Mobolaji Dawodu 

             Makeup: Nadine Prigge 

             Props: Arlo Markantonatos 

1           Sound Editing Supervision: Blake Leyh 

             Sound Effects: Marko Costanzo, Dave Flynch, Heather Gross, 

                                        Dave Paterson 

             Sound Recording: Maccoh Pengrassi 

             Sound Mixing: Nico Louw 

             Casting: Dinaz Stafford, Christa Schamberger (South Africa) 

2           Acting 

1           Creativity 

14 total points 



 

Cast: David Oyelowo* (Robert Katende), Lupita Nyong’o*  

(Nakku Harriet, Phiona’s mother), Madina Nalwanga (j)  

(Phiona Mutesi), Martin Kabanza (j) (Mugabi Brian), 

Taryn Kyaze (Night, Phiona’s older sister), Ivan Jacobo (j) 

(Young Richard, Phiona’s nephew), Nicolas Levesque (j) 

(Older Richard), Ronald Ssemaganda (j) (Ivan Mutesasira), 

Ethan Nazario Lubega (j) (Benjamin Mukumbya), 

Nikita Waligwa (j) (Gloria), Edgar Kanyike (Joseph Asaba), 

Esther Tebandeke (Sara Katende, Robert’s wife), 

Hope Katende (j) (Hope Katende, baby daughter of Robert and Sara), 

Philip Luswata (Minister Aloysius Kyazze), Peter Odeke* 

(Enoch Barumba, Chair of Uganda’s Chess Federation), Maurice Kirya 

(Theo), Minky Ndlova (Man on Boda motorcycle),  

Jack Kinobe Sserunkuuma (Mr. Wilson), 

Irene Kulabako Kakembo (Mrs. Kimble, landlady), Allen Musumba 

(Zesiro), Ntare Guma Mbaho Mwine (Tendo), Rori Motuba* 

(Christine Namaganda, chess master candidate), Aaron Moloisi 

(Rwabushenyi official), Akin Omotoso (Rwabushenyi President), 

Maggie Benedict (Chess Federation Secretary), Rehema Nanfuka 

(Nurse), Tebandeke Samuel (Doctor), Charles Mulekwa 

(Hospital Administrator), Lele Ledwaba (Budo Secretary),  

Jonathan Diabaig* (j) (Benjamin’s opponent), Flory Kegvia (j) 

(Gloria’s opponent), Luda Radebe (j) (Brian’s opponent),  

Warren Ncube (Pritchard), Siyabonga Xaba (Pritchard’s friend), 

Joanitta Bewulira-Wandera (Mrs. Gali), Elizabeth Kirabo 

(Elizabeth) 

 



     QUEEN OF KATWE is a genuinely uplifting film about employing 

inherent talent to rise from poverty to a position of security and 

influence.  

     Heroine Phioni Mutesi is a child of the slums, unable to attend 

school due to insufficient home funds for purchase of a uniform. She 

lives in Katwe, a flood-prone slum area of Kampala, Uganda’s capital 

city. Trying to subsist mainly on sales of spices, her fatherless clan 

barely ekes out enough income to pay rent to a merciless landlady.  

     Elder sister Night has found one way out of the crime-ridden 

neighborhood: a relatively wealthy boyfriend. She’s awed by his 

motorbike and interest. Her mother is warier, foreseeing nothing but 

trouble ahead in their relationship.  

     Brother Brian, who alternates between street hawking and 

recreational chess, seems to have discovered a more rewarding outlet 

for restricted ambitions.  

     Following him out of curiosity one day, Phiona discovers the 

Pioneers, a group of children being fed and mentored in stratagems of 

chess by Robert Katende, a young man from a deprived social 

background who wants to pass along optimism, generosity, and 

education to children from impoverished homes. By providing food 

along with lessons in both gaming and life, Robert has won a faithful 

following. 

     When Phiona threatens to physically retaliate against an insulting 

boy Pioneer, Robert admires her aggressiveness. He invites her to join 

them and learn their game of strategy. She accepts out of physical 

hunger, but over time develops a spiritual hunger also addressed by 

her benefactor’s philosophy and teaching. 



     After a number of months practice and training the girl is 

vanquishing even the most skilled of Katende’s boy players, earning a 

spot on his nascent competitive team. As she becomes more 

confident and knowledgeable, it’s clear to her patron the girl has both 

considerable insight and talent for analyzing positions and envisioning 

ramifications of moves. More so than most of the others. Making her 

his “queen,” most advanced and powerful challenger among the 

Pioneers.  

     However, in order to continue making progress Phiona will need to 

battle more experienced, older teens from affluent Ugandan 

backgrounds. That will mean taking to the road for the Pioneers. To 

raise money, Katende resumes a curtailed soccer career, benefiting 

from community gamblers willing to bet on contest outcomes. A 

bureaucracy keener on maintaining appearances of respectability and 

current class divisions poses a second obstacle, being unwilling to 

allow mixing of street kids with private school enrollees. When 

deprived street urchins and their leader cough up requisite entry fees, 

officials have no choice but to permit upstarts to play opposite 

privileged favorites. Results astonish them. Perhaps most marvelous 

in their eyes is the poise and skill of Phiona, a girl demonstrating 

precocious ability to outscheme opponents in a cerebral pastime 

dominated by males.  

     Success after success temporarily swells the head of Katwe’s 

female phenomenon, making her arrogantly dismissive of home 

chores and responsibilities. Though acclaimed and idolized by Katwe 

residents, Phiona is still illiterate. Economic strain at home has been 

further intensified by the addition of Night’s return with a baby. More 

mouths to feed and no gain in daily income. A formula frustrating 



mother Nakku, who believes that only settlement in an established 

school will guarantee a better future for Brian and his sister. She 

doesn’t see how playing chess will lead to that. 

     Robert wants his star back at the game board and off the streets. 

He offers Nakku a compromise, giving her daughter literacy tutoring 

by his wife with free boarding at their home along with continued 

immersion in chess diagrams and problems. More victories in 

tournaments, Katende claims, could net sufficient money to 

eventually pay for tuition and uniforms for both Brian and Phiona. 

     Nakku fears permanent loss of children and breakup of the family 

she’s struggled for years to keep together. Furthermore, Robert is 

undermining her authority, his proposals temptingly enticing to  

adolescent rebels. A second end result like Night’s absentee father 

situation is an ever-present reminder of what will likely happen if her 

sibling’s options are minimized. Only sharp breakage with the past 

can open paths to a sunnier future, one where periodic submersion of 

living quarters, an aggravatingly tyrannical leaser, and unpredictable 

fluctuations in selling income don’t alter long-range plans and 

stability. 

     Phiona has to learn the dangers of complacency and reliance on 

unfounded assumptions. She must earn respect from adult authorities 

and relatives alike, taking responsibility for mature choices and 

behavior that will reinforce them. Goals must not only be set but also 

be ranked according to priority and ease of attainment. To pursue 

them all simultaneously for immediate gratification is a sure recipe for 

disillusioning failure.   

     Her dream is to resettle with the rest of her immediate kinfolk in a 

home of their own with plenty of space for movement and enough 



money to allow each of them to access training essential for self-

improvement. Can wins at the chessboard lead to fulfillment of those 

hopes? 

     Director Mira Nair here elicits satisfyingly engaging portrayals of 

African youths and their guides struggling against what often seem 

punishments of a hostile destiny and environment. Though her lead is 

more dancer than actress, supporting players and adult veterans bail 

out the novice. They are aided by an adequate screenplay addressing 

the protagonist’s aspirations as well as the range of obstacles arrayed 

against her. 

      Alex Heffes contributes a moving, melodic orchestral score.  

     For the most part, locations replicate actual neighborhoods where 

events reenacted first occurred. An exception is private school scenes 

shot in South Africa. These realistic settings diminish a potentially 

damaging exoticism, increasing the likelihood of audience 

identification with both situations and characters. Sound, lighting,  

editing, and photography are satisfactory without being in any way 

exceptional. 

     Some acting standouts are Jonathan Diabaig as a condescending 

but affable chess foe of Benjamin Mukumbya and Rori Motuba as icily 

self-assured Christine Namaganda. Peter Odeke plays quite 

entertainingly turnabout Enoch Barumba, who disdains to grant 

permission for Pioneers to participate in competition at Budo only to 

become a fervent backer when outcasts prove publicity magnets. 

David Oyelowo assimilates himself charmingly into the character of 

frequently perplexed, always enheartening Robert Katende. Striking 

sparks at key moments is Lupita Nyong’o in a combatively protective 

maternal turn. 



     The film is splendidly suitable fare for teens and adults. But the 

precariousness of Phiona’s family financial situation makes  

QUEEN OF KATWE inappropriate viewing by preteens. 

     Dvd special features of this Disney dvd release include an audio 

commentary by director Mira Nair that contains many fascinating 

anecdotes about locations, casting, and music. There are also two 

music videos. One features Alicia Keys singing an invitingly upbeat 

“Back to Life.” The other foregrounds Mira Nair’s son heartily 

endorsing “#1 Spice” with help from bandmates and studio engineers. 

While the two music videos are by no means essential, they do 

showcase QUEEN OF KATWE’s themes and local dance and singing 

styles.   

     One of the better productions coming from director Nair, this is a 

worthwhile dvd release for discerning families seeking off-the-

trampled-path girl empowerment stories.  

       


